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The cooling of the processor of the video card is integrated in the cooling system of the videocard.
On video cards of the higher end of the market, there is often no fan of the videocard. In this case,
the cooling system consists of a thermal compound (heat spreader with thermal paste) between the
processor and the videocard. When the processor overheats, it will therefore be impossible to make
the PC usable. NVTweak fixes this problem. This application allows you to display the current
temperature and shows the maximum and minimum temperature values. It displays the
instantaneous temperature graph. This application can be used to adjust the fan speed of your
videocard. For the videocard as the fan speed increases, the processor of the videocard will be
cooled more. This will then help to increase the life expectancy of the videocard. Monitoring of the
fan speed is done by using the internal GMA-x BIOS! Regarding the fan speed, NVTweak was
specially developed to be sure that it is compatible with all videocards. NVTweak was originally
designed to be installed on videocards using the Z77 interface, but now it can also be used on
videocards using the ICH10, ICH9 or ICH8 interface. By installing it on a videocard, you will have
access to a cooling setup menu in the BIOS, and you can set the fan speed to minimum, maximum,
automatic or disable it. By default, the fan speed starts at maximum, and therefore it is a simple way
to increase the fan speed. It is estimated that for a videocard on the market it is possible to reduce
the temperature of the videocard between 10°C and 20°C. If you use a videocard and use its fan to
cool, NVTweak is recommended. If you have a videocard that does not support the installation of
NVTweak, you can still take advantage of the fan speed. An advantage of this is that, when the
temperature is right above the maximum, the fan speed will slow down, thereby allowing the
processor to cool down, thereby preventing overheating! (C) 2010 Philippe Ricci, Daniel Roussel
Shareware, Free Posted 29-Nov-10 3 comments Posted 29-Nov-10 Sonny I have installed this tweak a
few minutes ago and it works good. I like it and everyone should have it
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============================== NVTweak is a Video Tuning Utility for 3-way SLI,
CrossFire, Quad, Dual, etc. You will see at a glance up to... Nvidia has released yet another GeForce
driver, this time for GeForce 8 series GPUs, the 310.86 version can be downloaded from the Nvidia
website. The GeForce 8 series is comprised of the new GTX 280, GTX 260, and GTX 260 Series, the
latter of which comes with 2GB of GDDR3 memory which is rated for a clock speed of 700MHz. The
GeForce 8 series is manufactured on a 40nm process, which has allowed NVIDIA to increase memory
bus width, so the GeForce 8 series GPUs now have a 384-bit memory interface, up from the 256-bit
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memory interface of their predecessor, the GeForce 7 series. The new series of GPUs supports the
latest DirectX 11 features, including texture compression which enables up to 15% memory saving,
SLI technologies, multiple monitor support, multiple rendering engines, Shader Model 5.0 support,
and Variable Rate Shading. Finally, an interesting feature is Dynamic Super Resolution, which can be
used to stream HD content directly to any display without the need of additional hardware. Nvidia
has also stated that they have been working on another GeForce driver in order to support modern
GPU features, and this driver will be made available this upcoming April, but no release date has
been announced yet. NVTweak is a video tuning utility for NVIDIA GeForce video cards. It includes
three display modes (Quad, Crossfire and SLI), an automatic fan control feature, improved 4x MSAA
and a number of other video card tweaking features. You can also create overclocking profiles and
edit refreshrates. Support for NVIDIA's Twinview and Surround Multi-display features makes the
application compatible with large displays. The GeForce 8 series of NVIDIA GPUs are 40nm
integrated GPUs, manufactured on a dual-core 32nm process. They supports 384-bit memory
interfaces and up to 15% memory savings with variable rate shading and the Unified Memory
feature. The new GPUs support DirectX 11, GPU computing, texture compression and asynchronous
shader execution, with the availability of Shader Model 5.0. Introducing TwinView, NVIDIA's brandnew Display Port Multi-Display technology enables two or more monitors to be connected to a single
graphics card, as if they were combined in a single display. Supporting Multi-display technology,
coupled with an integrated GPU, GeForce 8 series GPU brings Dual- aa67ecbc25
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Ideal for: Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 2000, Windows 98, Windows Millennium, Windows
ME, Windows 95 NVTweak is a visual control panel for adjusting several computer aspects.
Customize your computers sound, video, system performance and much more with this software.
Your computers functions will perform extremely fast and with great stability. NVTweak uses a
graphical user interface which allows you to easily understand how to use the various settings that
allow you to tweak your computer. NVTweak - Comments and Discussions NVTweak & Graphics
Cards Tweaking NV Tweak helps you to tweak your graphics card so that it will run at maximum
performance at all times. Some people, however, would like to avoid getting all the various toolbars
that come with it, thus a new tool has been developed for NV Tweak to remove them. DownloadNV
Tweak Toolbar RemovalistL e t o = - 7 0 8 3 3 1 - - 3 4 9 0 7 6 . L e t r = o - - 5 0 8 2 7 6 . 2 4 7 5 . L e
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What's New in the?
NVTweak is a practical and easy-to-use tweak that allows you to control the PowerThrottling feature
in a discrete GPU video card. When activated, this function lets you reduce the maximum CPU/GPU
power consumption of your video card, for instance when you're gaming or watching videos. It
provides a number of performance modes to choose from, and the PowerThrottling feature can be
disabled as well. The program runs on Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8 and later. Recommended Posts
gr4g3r 0 gr4g3r 0 How to Run NVTweak - NV Tweak (NVTweak) How to Run NVTweak - NV Tweak
(NVTweak) Created by: Stephen Young Step 1: Download NV Tweak from the link below Step 2:
Extract the downloaded file. A.INF file and an executable file will be automatically extracted. Step 3:
Run the executable. NOTE: Run "NV Tweak Uninstaller" to remove NV Tweak from your computer.
For Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1 users: Step 1: Right click on the Download button of the NV
Tweak Setup file (NVTweak_setup.exe) or on the exe file directly, and select Run as administrator
Step 2: Select "run". The NV Tweak will run and install on your computer. For Windows XP users:
Step 1: Download the NV Tweak from the link below. Step 2: Extract the downloaded file. A.INF file
and an executable file will be automatically extracted. Step 3: Run the executable. NOTE: Run "NV
Tweak Uninstaller" to remove NV Tweak from your computer. For Windows 2000, 2000 SP2, XP and
2003 users: Step 1: Double click on the NV Tweak icon. Step 2: Select "run". The NV Tweak will start
and install on your computer. For Windows 2003 users: Step 1: Double click on the NV Tweak icon.
Step 2: Select "run". The NV Tweak will start and install on your computer. Full post Last edited by
Stephen Young; 09-16-2012 at 11:25 AM. Reason: Errata Share this post Link to
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System Requirements:
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
8800 DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 15 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX-compatible sound
card Additional Notes: Internet Explorer 6+ or Firefox 3.6+ recommended The Battlefield™ series
(“Battlefield”) is a series of first-person shooters published by DICE (developer and publisher of
Battlefield™ series of games)
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